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Abstract
This paper describes work in progress on the design of two comparable multimodal corpora of written tourism discourse about London and Moscow. Multimodality is defined for the purposes of the current project as a combination of several discourse modes, including verbal and visual. The paper aims to contribute methodologically by providing a detailed description of the process and challenges of the multimodal corpora compilation. The building of the corpora is an essential precondition for using a multimodal corpus approach allowing to analyse a range of texts, to consider not only language but also images and layout, to search the data for patterns, to identify multimodal features of each set of texts and to compare these features across the two corpora. After introducing the project and its research questions, the paper highlights the principles of data selection. Then the planned structure of the corpora and data sources are described. The paper goes on by describing the constructed pilot corpora, as well as some technical moments of corpora building, arising problems and possible solutions. To conclude, I highlight the limitations of the article and its implications.
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1. Introduction

Due to cheap airline fares and instant online booking services travelling is becoming more and more popular. The tourism industry is steadily growing and plays an important part in the economy of many countries (World Travel & Tourism Council 2017). Together with the advancement in technology and industry growth, the number of tourism-related websites and texts aimed at attracting tourists is increasing. Various scholars have studied the influence of such texts on travellers’ behaviour (e.g. Dann 1996) and the image of a travel destination (e.g. Ip 2008; Pagano 2014; Stoian 2015). In addition, as the role of multimodality in tourism discourse is constantly developing and a variety of expressive solutions are used to promote destinations (Francesconi 2014), the interest to multimodal research of tourist texts is growing (e.g. Francesconi 2011, 2014; Manca 2016). However, there still remains a paucity of systematic multimodal analysis comparing the representation of various cities, that is, how cities are presented to the audience, in tourist texts. Therefore, the project seeks to obtain data which will help to address this research gap.

I have selected two cities for my research, London and Moscow. Both are capital cities and popular travel destinations attracting large numbers of international tourists. London has been placed as the third most visited city in the world whereas Moscow is ranked 46th in the 2017 City Destinations Ranking (Geerts, Popova, Bremner & Nelson 2017). Differences in the cultural and historical background make these destinations interesting for comparison. It should be underlined that this research project looks at original texts aimed not only at local tourists but at a wider international audience and, consequently, written in English. The research questions I have defined for the project are:

1. What are the similarities and differences of tourism texts about London and Moscow in terms of linguistic features?
2. What are the similarities and differences of tourism texts about London and Moscow in terms of visual features?
3. What are the similarities and differences of tourism texts about London and Moscow in terms of multimodality?

In line with Bednarek & Caple (2017), I define discourse as suggested by Brown & Yule (1983: xiii), namely, “language in use”, but consider it as a multimodal notion. Multimodality can be defined for the purpose of the project as a combination of various discourse modes, or means for meaning-making, for example, language, images and layout, in a text (Van
Leeuwen 2015). It should also be noted that in this paper I do not draw any distinction between the notions tourism discourse, travel discourse and travel-related discourse and use these terms interchangeably.

One of the conspicuous features of present-day tourism discourse is a high impact of digital media. According to Dann (2007), the development of the internet has generated a number of new genres including customer-to-customer, or so-called C2C, communication, for instance, travelogues and online consumer reviews. It also led to the migration of traditional printed texts to the Internet, which allows to cut printing costs and what is more important to widen the audience. The boost of digital media has led to the increase in the role of multimodality in tourism discourse.

Therefore, multimodality is a distinct feature of modern travel-related texts. A range of modes is used to attract the attention of potential tourists and trigger positive emotions (Francesconi 2014) thus promoting various destinations.

There are various approaches to multimodal research, for instance, systemic functional multimodal discourse analysis, social semiotics, conversation analysis. Following Jewitt, Bessemer & O’Halloran (2016), I have chosen to use a corpus approach to multimodal analysis as it allows to search data for patterns, to identify multimodal features of each set of texts and to compare these features across the two corpora. The data for such an analysis consists of multimodal corpora, in other words, extensive computer-readable collections of multimodal documents (Bateman, Delin & Henschel 2004).

In the field of corpus approach, there are two main options for collecting data, either using an available ready-made corpus or creating your own. To my knowledge, there are no available multimodal corpora of tourism discourse about London and Moscow, therefore I have to build them in compliance with the guidelines set by the research question. In this paper, I discuss the design of the corpora. I will start by reviewing the existing literature on corpora of tourism discourse, including multimodal ones. Then, I will provide a description of the planned comparable multimodal corpora of tourism discourse about Moscow and London, namely, data, corpora structure and data sources. After that, I will move on to the pilot corpora that have been compiled and discuss some technical moments of corpora building, arising problems and possible solutions. Finally, I draw a conclusion about the limitations of the project and the impact of the work.
2. Literature review

Corpus linguistics and corpus-assisted approaches are frequently applied to study tourism discourse (e.g. Jaworska 2013, 2016, 2017; Manca 2008a, 2008b, 2013, 2018; Pierini 2009). However, most researchers account only for the size and topic of their corpora and sometimes sources of their texts. Only a few papers provide a detailed account of the corpus design. For instance, Jaworska (2013) describes the size and the structure of the corpora as well as the search terms and the sources of the data collected to analyse linguistic patterns used in English and German to represent local and international tourist attractions on popular British and German websites. Durán-Muñoz (2010) provides a detailed description of two comparable German and Spanish corpora of online promotional texts on adventure tourism, in particular, the selection criteria (e.g. complete and original texts, a reliable authorship), the size (both in words and files), the structure, the topics, the period of collection and the target audience. She also describes the corpora annotation scheme and gives an example of the corpora metadata record containing such information about the texts as, for instance, source, author, language. Moreover, she lists criteria adopted for the comparability of the corpora, namely, similar size, same domain, typology of texts and specialised level, same time period and limited geographical area. Whereas, Manca (2016) in her analysis of promotional discourse of official tourist websites of Great Britain, Italy and Australia applies different criteria for corpus comparability, namely, same communicative function, similar composition pattern and similar text type. In her recent work on analysing the keyness of adjectives in adventure tourism English promotional texts, Durán-Muñoz (2019/forthcoming) provides the protocol of semi-automatic compilation of corpora using the WebBootCat corpus building tool. However, all the abovementioned papers describe monomodal corpora containing only verbal texts. Moreover, most works using corpus approaches to analyse multimodal tourism discourse apply corpus techniques only to identify patterns in the writing mode while using qualitative approaches to study a relatively small sample of the visual mode (e.g. Cheng 2016; Francesconi 2014; Manca 2016). While Hiippala (2015) in his study of Helsinki tourist brochures provides a thorough description of the design of a multimodal corpus including writing, images and layout using Bateman’s (2008) multi-layered Genre and Multimodality (GeM) scheme the focus of his research is the combination and interaction of modes in documents and not the linguistic and visual features of the representation of the city. Therefore, there is a clear lack of papers providing a detailed description of the process and
challenges of building multimodal corpora of tourism discourse containing verbal and visual modes and enabling a corpus analysis of linguistic and visual features. This paper aims to address the gap.

The described corpora of multimodal tourism discourse about London and Moscow are intended to enable the analysis of how the tourist destinations are presented to the audience both through verbal texts and images.

3. Corpora

In this part, I describe the data, data sources and the structure of the two multimodal corpora of travel-related texts about Moscow and London that I need to compile in order to conduct a multimodal corpus analysis and identify salient features of tourism texts about these two cities and see if there are any similarities and differences in the verbal and visual representation of the destinations.

3.1. Data

The section below looks at what data is required for the project. As we can see from the formulation of the question, in order to address it, I need to compare and contrast multimodal tourism texts about the two cities. As already mentioned, multimodality is an important aspect of modern travel-related texts. Consequently, the data appropriate for answering the research question should include more than one mode. Some researchers identify only more general modes in texts, for instance, textual and visual, others draw a more subtle distinction, recognizing writing, colour, image, font, layout for printed texts (Kress 2010) and hyperlinks for web pages (Lemke 2002). Moreover, geosemiotic mode, where discourses are viewed in space and time (Aboelezz 2014; Scollon & Scollon 2003), and socio-cultural context (Gillen 2011) can also be analysed within the framework of multimodal analysis.

As already mentioned, many previous works on multimodal analysis of tourism discourse use monomodal textual corpora to identify patterns in the writing mode while using qualitative approaches to study a relatively small sample of the visual mode (e.g. Cheng 2016; Francesconi 2014; Manca 2016). Hiippala (2015) in his study of Helsinki tourist brochures conducts a corpus analysis of writing, images and layout using Bateman’s (2008) multi-layered Genre and Multimodality (GeM) scheme, however, the focus of his research is the combination and interaction of modes in documents and not the representation of the city. As
the major aim of my research is to see how the tourist destinations are presented to the audience through writing, images and a combination of these modes, my approach is closer to that of Bednarek & Caple (2017), who study how the news is “sold” to public with the help of writing and visual resources utilizing “corpus-assisted multimodal discourse analysis”. Therefore, I am interested in the following modes: verbal texts, images and either the static layout for offline texts or the hypertextual structure for online texts. Metadata, which is background information about the text, for instance, the genre, the source and the date of collection (McEnery & Hardie 2012), is also required for the purpose of comparison in order to be able to identify where the text comes from and what its genre-specific features are.

Next, as the focus of my research question is a comparison of texts about the two cities, I need two multimodal corpora, a London corpus and a Moscow corpus. These corpora should be specialised, meaning they contain only texts belonging to a certain domain (Koester 2010), namely, tourism-related texts.

To be suitable for comparison, the corpora should be comparable, in other words, the sampling frame should be the same in terms of text genres and their proportions (McEnery & Hardie 2012), size of the texts and the time period (Kenning 2010).

Regarding the size of the corpora, as they are aimed at examining specific peculiarities of tourism discourse and not rare linguistic features of the English language in general, the size of the corpora can be secondary, provided they comply with the aforementioned criteria (Koester 2010).

As for the genre of texts, the main focus of the current project is discourse aimed at a wider audience. Therefore, a variety of tourism texts can be collected including so-called business-to-consumer (B2C) genres, in other words, traditional genres written by tourist industry participants for prospective travelers, such as travel magazines, travel guides, city overviews, descriptions of accommodation, restaurants and sights, as well as new C2C genres, for instance, online consumer reviews of sights, places to eat and stay, and travelogues. The main challenge here is to ensure that the structure of both corpora is the same and therefore comparable.
3.2. Corpora structure

In the section that follows I describe the planned structure of the two corpora. It should be noted that there is a difference in the modes that constitute online and offline texts, namely, that offline texts have static layouts, in other words, their page elements are organized in a certain way (Bateman 2008), whereas online texts usually also have a hypertextual structure, or links connecting various elements of the site (Lemke 2002). Therefore, a decision has been made that each corpus will consist of two subcorpora: a subcorpus of online tourism discourse and a subcorpus of offline tourism discourse. Furthermore, each subcorpus will have three parts corresponding to the modes analyzed, namely, writing, images and a hypertextual structure for online discourse and writing, images and static layout for offline discourse. Figure 1 displays the planned structure of the two multimodal corpora.

![Figure 1. Planned structure of multimodal corpora of tourism discourse about Moscow and London](image)

3.3. Data sources

In this section, I describe the planned sources of texts for the corpora. Firstly, the inclusion of both online and offline texts means that various sources of data collection are to be used. The online texts will be collected from travel-related websites. For instance, www.booking.com can serve as a good source of customer reviews about hotels and apartments. Descriptions and reviews of tourist sights, restaurants and accommodation can be found on such popular tourist portals as www.tripadvisor.com, whereas official websites of travel destinations provide texts written by tourist industry participants for travellers.

As for offline texts, some of them, such as travel guides or travel magazines can be found in libraries. While field trips to London and Moscow might be required in order to obtain the data unavailable in libraries, for example, posters and tourist information brochures.
4. Pilot project

4.1. TripAdvisor corpora

The current section provides an overview of the pilot corpora that are being compiled at the moment. The data for the pilot project consists of two comparable corpora of multimodal texts about Moscow and London collected from a popular tourist website www.tripadvisor.com (hereinafter referred to as TripAdvisor).

I have selected the website for the pilot study as it is one of the most popular tourist portals and a travel community attracting users at all stages of their trip. At the pre-trip stage, when they are only planning their journey, they can read reviews of accommodation, sights and restaurants, compare rankings and prices and make their choice. During the trip, the website can be consulted for itinerary, timetables and directions, whereas at the post-trip stage, travellers share their experience, give recommendations and post favourable or negative reviews and photographs. The portal has become a powerful player in the industry claiming to attract more than 400 million unique visitors each month on average (TripAdvisor 2017). Nowadays it also offers online booking of hotels, flight tickets, guided tours and other tourist services, which means that consumers can research and book their trips on one website. The TripAdvisor mobile app makes the content easily accessible even when on the move. The portal contains information provided both by travellers and by tourist industry participants, for instance, hotels and restaurants management, who represent themselves on the site in order to be able to reach potential travellers.

All the texts included in the corpora belong to the same time period (between 2017 and 2018) and are originally written in English (no translations included). The structure of the two pilot corpora is identical and balanced in the sense that the texts from both corpora are on similar topics corresponding to the sections of the website (namely, places to stay, places to eat and things to do) and the same proportion of texts from each section of the website is represented. Both corpora consist of three parts each representing a different mode, namely, hypertextual structure, writing and images. Figure 2 shows the sources of data for each of the three models.
Figure 2. Sources of data for different discourse modes

As can be seen from Figure 2, the data for the hypertextual structure part of the corpora contain whole webpages. Each webpage was saved as a webarchive file. Unlike screenshots, webarchive files store not only the visible part of the page but the whole of it making the page scrollable and links clickable. The hypertextual structure part of each corpus contains a total of 44 webarchive files:

- A city overview – one file
- Rankings of top 10 places to stay, such as hotels, apartments and other lodgings (hereinafter all top items are determined in accordance with the traveller ranking) – one file
- Pages featuring each of the top 10 places to stay containing 10 most recent traveller reviews on the date of collection – 20 files (one page contained only five reviews, so in order to capture 10 reviews I had to save two pages for each place)
- Rankings of top 10 places to eat, namely, restaurants or cafes – one file
- Pages featuring each of the top 10 places to eat containing 10 most recent traveller reviews on the date of collection – 10 files (one page contained 10 reviews, so only one page per place was included)
- Rankings of top 10 things to do, such as landmarks, sights – one file
• Pages featuring each of the top 10 things to do containing 10 most recent traveller reviews on the date of collection – 10 files (one page contained 10 reviews, so only one page per place was included).

The writing part of each corpus contains a total of 331 plain text files with written texts from the abovementioned pages:

• A city overview – one file
• Descriptions of top 10 places to stay – 10 files
• 10 most recent reviews on the date of collection of the 10 top hotels – 100 files altogether;
• Descriptions of top 10 places to eat – 10 files
• 10 most recent reviews on the date of collection of the 10 top places to eat – 100 files altogether.
• Descriptions of top 10 things to do – 10 files
• 10 most recent reviews on the date of collection of the 10 top things to do – 100 files altogether.

Due to the fact that the texts comprising the corpora are different in size, the corpora are also slightly unequal. The London writing part contains 26,973 words whereas the Moscow writing part contains 24,722 words.

The image parts of the corpora include all photos from the pages listed above. The number of photos on each page is different and ranges from 21 to 73. Such visual objects as maps, advertisements and icons, also contained by the pages, are not included in the image data set. Although all these elements contribute to the multimodal representation of the destinations, in case of TripAdvisor they are similar for all destinations and, therefore, are not an area of interest in the current study. Due to the fact that not all images for dining places have been saved in separate files and counted, it is impossible to give the exact figures. However, according to the preliminary count, the London corpus will contain above 1,200 images and the image part of the Moscow corpus will be roughly 10% larger. Table 1 gives an overview of the pilot corpora size.
Table 1. Size of London and Moscow pilot corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>London</th>
<th>Moscow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypertextual structure</td>
<td>44 webarchive files</td>
<td>44 webarchive files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>26,973 words</td>
<td>24,722 words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>approx. 1,200 images</td>
<td>approx. 1,300 images</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Technical moments of corpora building

In this section, I write about some technical moments of corpora building which are rarely discussed in research papers on corpus-based analysis of tourism discourse. The building of multimodal corpora is still at the very early stages of development, so there is considerable variation in how researchers address it (e.g. Bednarek & Caple 2017; Francesconi 2014; Hiippala 2015). However, some of the ideas might be useful for future research.

For the pilot corpora, each corpus item is stored in a separate file, so that various sections of the corpora can be compared, for instance, only hotel consumer reviews. As texts from the website are considered as online data, verbal, visual and hypertextual modes are captured for each text. Therefore, the verbal data is stored as plain text files (.txt), which is a format required by some corpus software, for instance, AntConc (Tang 2013). Then, images are saved in JPEG files (.jpg), so that they can later be tagged and analysed. As regards the hypertextual structure, which is required to analyse the context of the usage of texts and images, I store web pages as webarchive files (.webarchive). Unlike screenshots, webarchive files store not only the visible part of the page but the whole of it including the hypertextual structure and hyperlinks, thus making the page scrollable and links clickable. Finally, two Excel databases, one for the London corpus and the other for the Moscow corpus, contain lists of all files with metadata.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of London corpus Excel database

Figure 3 presents a screenshot of the London corpus Excel database, which includes item description (here it is the name of a hotel), file type, file name, source and date of retrieval. As you can see, the file name also contains the name of the place and date of retrieval, whereas the file extension tells us about the file type. Although Reppen (2010) warns against having long file names and suggests that by using not more than eight characters in a name one can avoid problems with software for analysis and data backup, I prefer names that do not require deciphering and can be easily understood by other researchers. Moreover, I have not encountered any issues while processing the corpora with the AntConc and LancsBox software and while backing up the data onto the AirPort Time Capsule device.

In the comments section, I add such information as what type of search results sorting has been applied on the website, whether the search results were sponsored, meaning a place appears on top of search results because it has been paid for, and whether the management of a place posted a response to the consumer review. This metadata provides some useful context for a more detailed analysis and interpretation of the findings.

As regards corpus analysis, the main aim of the study is the comparison of the representation of two tourist destinations in texts in terms of three aspects, namely, language, images and their combination. Therefore, Baker’s (Baker 2010; Baker & Levon 2015) approach for corpus-based analysis and comparison of media representation is applicable to the verbal mode of my corpora. The following techniques can be applied for analysis. Firstly,
keywords comparison, which means analysing how often all the words appear in one corpus compared to the other in order to identify the most noticeable ways of representing the two cities. Secondly, concordance analysis, that is studying lines of texts from the corpus showing the keywords in context (McEnery & Hardie 2012), which allows to “explain why certain words occurred as keywords, what their most common uses were and whether there were similarities or differences” (Baker 2010: 317) between the corpora. The third technique, collocation analysis, explores which words co-occur more often and therefore are more associated with the search terms, in this study, London and Moscow. And finally, concordance analysis of these collocations looks at how they were used in context.

The described framework of verbal text analysis requires only part-of-speech annotation allowing to conduct such advanced searches as, for instance, adjectives most commonly co-occurring with London.

As for the visual mode, I would like to apply a corresponding methodology for analysing and comparing corpora containing images in terms of tags and their frequency. I plan to tag the images with words describing the represented objects (a place, people or thing, including abstract things, represented in the picture) and analyse which of the tags are more frequent in the London corpus compared to the Moscow corpus and vice versa. This technique is aimed at exploring the patterns, as well as similarities and differences in the visual representation of the two cities. Looking at how these images are used in context, namely, which texts they accompany, might be the second stage of the analysis aimed at the interpretation of these patterns.

4.3 Problems and possible solutions

This section describes some problems that I experienced while compiling the pilot corpora. First of all, online data is constantly changing. The standard approach is to include the source and the date of access into metadata in order to provide the information about when and where the data has been retrieved from. However, this does not solve the problem as new reviews and images are added to the website, hotels and restaurants ratings are influenced by these reviews and, therefore, the pages might look completely different in just a few months. For instance, 10 of the 24 images on the London overview page of TripAdvisor have changed in November 2017 compared to April 2017. Moreover, the website might be redesigned. My approach here was building both corpora simultaneously and parallel. I started with the top
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sights of both cities, then accommodation and places to eat. It was also useful capturing webarchives of the main pages first, which then allowed saving embedded texts and images in separate files.

Another issue was the different size of the writing and image parts of the corpora. As for writing parts, in spite of the equal number of text documents in both corpora, the length of the verbal texts comprising the corpora was different and, as a result, the London pilot corpus was almost 5% larger than the Moscow pilot corpus. Actually, this is a common problem for corpora based on document count and not on word count. Due to the fact that the original reviews were very short and some interesting features could appear at the end or at the beginning of the texts, I have made a decision at the start of the project not to take sample parts from the texts but to use relative frequencies. In this respect, relative frequencies per 10,000, showing how many times a search term occurs in a corpus per 10,000 words, can be used to compare the results despite the difference in the corpora size (McEnery & Hardie 2012). As regards image parts, according to rough estimates, the size of the Moscow corpus is 10% larger than of the London corpus. Here relative frequencies of images can also be applied to compare the two corpora.

The next issue was spelling irregularities and mistakes, for example, “wil” instead of will, and “mist” instead of must. As such irregularities were not the primary concern of the study, they were manually detected in the data and standardized, in other words, corrected to ensure that all the occurrences of a search term are included in the search results. However, this approach is time-consuming and not suitable for a larger corpus. Therefore, in the main project, I plan to use a software tool for finding spelling variants of a search term, such as VariAnt.

Another question is what reference corpus to use for analysis. One of the corpus techniques I plan to use in my research of the writing mode is keywords analysis, which allows identifying words that occur more frequently in a corpus in question than in another, usually larger, reference corpus (McEnery & Hardie 2012). Due to the comparative nature of the project, first of all, I will be looking at the keywords of the Moscow corpus in comparison with the London corpus and vice versa in order to identify the differences. However, it might also be interesting to compare the compiled corpora to a larger corpus. According to Scott (2010), the choice of a reference corpus influences the results of the keyword analysis. Whereas, Culpeper (2009) notes that content, size and date are the three main aspects that should be taken into account when selecting a reference corpus. However, regarding the size,
Xiao and McEnery (2005) compared the results of a keyword analysis based on the one-million-word Freiburg-LOB Corpus of British English (FLOB) and on the 100-million-word British National Corpus (BNC) and concluded that the results were very similar and, consequently, the size of a reference corpus is not the most important factor in keywords analysis.

Some of the previous studies use a reference corpus of general British English, for instance, BNC (Cesiri 2017) or FLOB (Cesiri 2017; Kang & Yu 2011) for verbal texts. On the one hand, such comparison might provide some interesting findings, for instance, the difference in the usage of modals in tourism discourse and general English. On the other hand, using a corpus of general English as a reference for keywords analysis means that most of the keywords in the compiled corpora will relate to tourism and the results of such analysis are quite predictable. However, the focus of the current study is not on the keywords characteristic of the tourism domain in general but on those used to represent city destinations. In this respect, conducting an additional comparison with a specialised reference corpus of tourism discourse might provide valuable insights into how the texts about the two cities are different from texts about other destinations. According to preliminary search, the one-million-word Tourism English Corpus (Jiansheng 2012) containing a variety of texts from brochures, guides, forum posts, journal articles, ordinances and travelogues might be interesting for comparison if available. As regards a reference corpus of images, the problem is that, to my knowledge, there is no available multimodal corpus of tourism discourse containing images and including a comparable variety of text genres. Building a larger reference corpus myself is a very challenging task going far beyond the scope of this project. Therefore, this question still remains open and requires further consideration.

5. Conclusion

To summarise, in this work I discussed the design of the two multimodal corpora of tourism discourse about such travel destinations as Moscow and London aimed at studying the representation of the cities. Firstly, I briefly introduced the research project which the corpora are intended for. In the overview of the existing works on specialized corpora of tourism discourse, I demonstrated that there is a lack of papers on the process and challenges of compiling multimodal corpora of tourism discourse. Next, the paper provided a description of the data to be included in the corpora, the planned structure including such modes as writing,
images and static layout/ hypertextual structure and possible sources of data. I have also shared my experience of working on the pilot multimodal corpora of tourism discourse about Moscow and London sourced from the TripAdvisor website. In this respect, a detailed description of the data, corpora structure and size has been provided. Moreover, such technical moments of corpora building have been considered as metadata storage, file organization, file formats and naming. Finally, the problems I encountered while compiling the pilot corpora have been highlighted. Satisfactory solutions have been found for some of the issues, namely the changing online data can be captured by saving webarchive files. As regards the difference in the size of the corpora, relative frequencies allow conducting a comparison of unequal datasets. Whereas, spelling irregularities can be detected and corrected either manually or with the VariAnt software depending on the corpus size. The question of selecting a reference corpus requires further consideration.

It should be underlined, that the described corpora design and solutions are only one of the many possible approaches to multimodal corpora building. Another limitation is that compiling the corpora is only the first step in the analysis of the representation of the cities in multimodal tourism texts and the methodology and results of such analysis are beyond the scope of the present article and are to be addressed in a separate paper. However, it is hoped that this work will contribute to the challenging process of developing multimodal corpora of tourism discourse and will help other researchers to produce their own ideas.
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